Abstract

Objective: There is currently no singularly accepted definition of hyperacusis. The aim of this study was to determine a definition and description of hyperacusis by clinician consensus.

Design: A three-round Delphi survey involving hearing healthcare professionals built towards clinical consensus on a definition of hyperacusis. Round 1 involved three open-ended questions about hyperacusis. Seventy-nine statements were generated on descriptions, impact, sounds, and potential features of hyperacusis. Agreement on the relevance of each statement to defining or describing hyperacusis was then measured in Rounds 2 and 3. General consensus was defined a priori as ≥70% agreement, or ≥90 for clinical decision making.

Study Sample: Forty-five hearing healthcare professionals were recruited to take part in this study. Forty-one completed Round 1, 36 completed Round 2, and 33 completed Round 3.

Results: Consensus was reached on 42/79 statements. From these a consensus definition includes “A reduced tolerance to sound(s) that are perceived as normal to the majority of the population or were perceived as normal to the person before their onset of hyperacusis”. A consensus description of hyperacusis was also determined.

Conclusions: This consensus definition of hyperacusis will help to determine the scope of clinical practice guidelines and influence needed research on hyperacusis.
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Hyperacusis, literally meaning excessive hearing, is a hearing disorder which affects how a person perceives sound. It has been described in many different ways, including an “unusual tolerance to ordinary environmental sounds” (Vernon, 1987), “an unusual hypersensitivity or discomfort induced by sound” (Marriage and Barnes, 1995), and “an aversion to loud sounds” (Baguley et al., 2013). It is often described in terms of altering the ‘tolerance’ or ‘sensitivity’ towards certain sounds (Auerbach et al., 2014, Phillips and Carr, 1998, Hébert et al., 2013, Khalfa et al., 2004, Wagenaar et al., 2010).

Hyperacusis is sometimes conflated with other hearing disorders such as phonophobia or misophonia. Phonophobia (originating from Greek words of ‘sound’ and ‘fear’) is an anxiety disorder, which is characterised as being an unwarranted and persistent fear of sound (Mathisen, 1969). Misophonia involves the experience of intense emotional reactions to sounds (Taylor, 2017, Potgieter et al., 2019), and often presents with adverse reactions to specific patterns of sounds, or sounds presented in certain situations. Thus, although separate conditions, misophonia, phonophobia, and hyperacusis are not considered to be mutually exclusive. Indeed, Jastreboff and Jastreboff (2014) used decreased sound tolerance (DST) as an umbrella term to describe multiple disorders that affect the perception of sound, including hyperacusis and misophonia. They described DST as being present when a person displays negative reactions to sounds that would not cause such reaction in the average listener. Jastreboff and Jastreboff (2014) categorised phonophobia as a subtype of misophonia, rather than an independent condition. Tyler et al. (2014) also suggested that phonophobia and misophonia were different characteristics of hyperacusis, having proposed that hyperacusis should be subcategorised as loudness, annoyance (also considered as misophonia), fear (also considered as phonophobia) and pain hyperacusis.
The relationship between loudness recruitment and hyperacusis is also unclear (Marriage and Barnes, 1995). Loudness recruitment involves an abnormally rapid growth in perceived loudness, often associated with outer hair cell (OHC) loss (Moore, 1998). Recruitment is a phenomenon that occurs in people with hearing loss, in which low magnitude sounds cannot be heard, but a small growth in stimulus intensity can be perceived as a large growth by the listener. This is thought to be a separate phenomenon to hyperacusis, although it has been reported that 59.1% of people with hyperacusis have some form of hearing impairment (Paulin et al., 2016), many in the high frequency range (Sheldrake et al., 2015), suggesting OHC loss. Recruitment and hyperacusis can take place at the same time (Baguley, 2003). Furthermore, people with hearing loss can have hyperacusis without having recruitment issues (Sheldrake et al., 2015).

Hyperacusis is frequently found comorbid with tinnitus (the perception of sound in the absence of any external sound source; Levine and Oron, 2015). As many as 86% of people with hyperacusis also report tinnitus (Anari et al., 1999, Sheldrake et al., 2015), and around 40% of people who present with tinnitus as a primary complaint also report hyperacusis (Jastreboff and Jastreboff, 2000). Indeed, hyperacusis has been described as a pre-tinnitus state (Jastreboff and Hazell, 1993, Guimarães et al., 2014), thought to be caused by a central gain within auditory pathways. Often, tinnitus and hyperacusis are treated within the same clinic or service, with attention focussed primarily on tinnitus. Some studies have even pointed to aetiological connections between tinnitus and hyperacusis, such as hyperactivity within the auditory network (Chen et al., 2015) and loss of hearing threshold sensitivity (though not necessary for onset; Dauman and Bouscau-Faure, 2005). There are also many other medical conditions that show comorbidity with hyperacusis, some of which also present with increased sensitivity of other senses including vision (reaction to light) and touch. Such conditions include Williams syndrome (Klein et al., 1990, Gothelf et al., 2006), autism spectrum disorder (Danesh et al.,
Hyperacusis, by its various descriptions, is thought to affect between 3.2 and 17.2% of the population (Hannula et al., 2011, Coelho et al., 2007, Andersson et al., 2002, Fabijanska et al., 1999). It can present itself in many ways, with common symptoms including headache, discomfort, anxiety, and fatigue. Some people with hyperacusis report pain upon hearing certain sounds. Hyperacusis can be extremely debilitating, causing people to avoid social situations, heavily impacting on a person’s quality of life. People with hyperacusis often wear hearing protectors, such as ear plugs or headphones, in an attempt to protect themselves from noises that cause discomfort (Blaesing and Kroener-Herwig, 2012, Jüris et al., 2014, Paulin et al., 2016). Although this may seem intuitive to a person experiencing hyperacusis, prolonged use of ear protection can cause the auditory system to become even more sensitive to noise, thereby intensifying symptoms (Formby et al., 2003, Munro et al., 2014). Avoiding sound sources can also lead to the same phenomenon (Baguley, 2003).

A range of different tools are currently used to assess hyperacusis. Multi-item questionnaires include the hyperacusis questionnaire (HQ), which quantifies and evaluates different features of hyperacusis (Khalfa et al., 2002), the Multiple-Activity Scale for Hyperacusis (MASH), which rates the impact certain activities have on everyday life (Dauman and Bouscau-Faure, 2005), the German Questionnaire on Hypersensitivity to Sound (Geräuschüberempfindlichkeit; GÜF), which assesses the subjective distress in patients with hypersensitive hearing (Blasing et al., 2010, Nelting et al., 2002) and the Inventory of Hyperacusis Symptoms (IHS), which assesses severity of subjective hyperacusis impact (Greenberg and Carlos, 2018). Another tool is the Uncomfortable Loudness Levels (ULLs) test, which is used to determine the loudness level that becomes uncomfortable for the listener at different pure tone frequencies. A key issue with this measurement, despite some research on the topic (e.g. Aazh et al., 2018, Aazh and
Moore, 2017), is that there are no officially recommended cut-off levels that enable diagnosis of hyperacusis. In typically hearing individuals with no known loudness tolerance problem, ULLs vary from 86-98 dBHL (Knobel and Sanchez, 2006). In people reporting hyperacusis, ULLs have been reported that range from 69.3 dB HL to 76dB HL (Juris et al., 2013). There is mixed evidence for a relationship between HQ scores and ULLs (Meeus et al., 2010, Aazh and Moore, 2017).

In terms of hyperacusis management, there is little in the literature (Fackrell et al., 2017), and many unanswered questions. Recently, a set of 28 research priorities were defined using the James Lind Alliance Priority Setting Partnership method (Fackrell et al., 2019a, Fackrell et al., 2019b). As well as priorities relating to the physiology and treatment of hyperacusis, many questions related to diagnostic criteria, and how to distinguish hyperacusis from other hearing-related conditions.

The aim of this study was to determine a clinician consensus definition of hyperacusis, to inform diagnosis and the scope of future clinical practice guidelines.

**Methods**

This study followed a standard Delphi methodology. The Delphi method is an iterative process that seeks anonymous judgements and controlled feedback from experts until a consensus is reached (Linstone and Turoff, 1975). A three round Delphi survey sought clinical consensus on a definition and further description of hyperacusis, in an expert panel of hearing healthcare professionals. The Delphi review constituted a service evaluation so ethical review board approval was not required.

**Recruitment of expert panel**

Invitation emails were sent to a range of hearing healthcare clinicians with expertise in hyperacusis within the UK. Emails were sent initially to those who had previously participated
in a hyperacusis prioritisation exercise (Fackrell et al., 2019) and expressed a wish to participate in further hyperacusis-related activities. Some clinicians who agreed to take part in the study also shared an invitation with appropriate colleagues within their networks. The invitation email contained a description of the study aims and Delphi process, and an approximate timeline for participation. Clinicians were eligible to take part if they (1) had experience of managing adults and/or children with hyperacusis, and (2) were willing to share their expert opinions in a three-part Delphi survey about hyperacusis. Initially 45 hearing healthcare professionals agreed to take part. Only participants who completed Round 1 were eligible to participate in Round 2, and only participants completing Round 2 were eligible to participate in Round 3.

**Delphi survey**

The online Delphi survey was designed to include three rounds. Round 1 consisted of open-ended questions on hyperacusis. Rounds 2 and 3 contained a series of statements which members of the panel were asked to evaluate. All three rounds of the Delphi survey were designed using Online Surveys (https://www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/) and distributed electronically with personalised links via email. Each member of the expert panel was automatically assigned a randomly generated participant identification number, and all responses were anonymised.

*Design of Round 1 Open-Ended Questionnaire*

The first round consisted of three open-ended questions designed to broadly extract what participants considered did and did not constitute hyperacusis. Questions were: (1) What is your current understanding/definition of hyperacusis?; (2) What do you observe to be the main presenting features of hyperacusis?; and (3) What characteristics or conditions do you think are commonly mistaken for hyperacusis but are not?. There was no limit on the length of responses.
Additional demographic information collected included: job role, whether working in the public/private sector, years in current profession, and an approximate number of hyperacusis patients seen in the previous 3 months.

Design of Round 2 Closed Questionnaire

The responses provided by panellists in Round 1 were organised into statements and then grouped into themes using a thematic analysis approach (Boyatzis, 1998). Analysis was carried out independently by two authors who then agreed a final dataset. The protocol of thematic analysis was predefined in five steps.

1. Familiarisation process. Each author immersed themselves with answers to all questions, allowing themselves to become acquainted with each response.

2. The author began to look for recurring themes or ideas within responses to each individual question.

3. The author began to generate codes which identify a feature of the original response, taking the most meaningful element(s).

4. Codes that were considered to be equivalent were grouped together into themes. After this was completed, authors joined to discuss and agree the codes and themes.

5. All themes and codes were reviewed, and a consensus was reached by all authors on each theme.

Eight themes were identified and formed sections of the Round 2 questionnaire. The first two themes were ‘tolerance’ and ‘sensitivity’ and included statements related to how hyperacusis is defined. Under these themes, participants were asked to consider whether each statement provided the best (score 1) to worst (score 4) description of hyperacusis.

The next three themes included general descriptions of hyperacusis, the impact of hyperacusis, and the sounds involved in hyperacusis. Participants were asked to rate the extent to which they
agreed with each statement with the response options: 1 = Always; 2 = Almost Always; 3 = Sometimes; 4 = Almost Never; 5 = Never, or 6 = Not sure.

The remaining themes provided a list of potential features of hyperacusis; conditions, emotions, and ‘other’ features that may relate to hyperacusis. Participants were asked to indicate whether they considered each feature a (1) defining feature of hyperacusis; (2) common feature of hyperacusis; (3) occasional feature of hyperacusis; (4) not a feature of hyperacusis; or (5) not sure. Participants had the option to provide any comments at the end of the questionnaire. Some conditions in this round could be considered as comorbid with hyperacusis. Participants were reminded to rate these as features of hyperacusis, and not as comorbidities.

**Design of Round 3 Closed Questionnaire**

Round 3 consisted of the same list of closed statements used in Round 2. For each statement, summary results (percentages of panellists who chose each response option) from Round 2 were reported back to the panellists. In Round 3 participants were given the opportunity to revise their responses, and to provide comments at the end of the questionnaire.

**Interpretation/Consolidation and Final Consensus**

To generate percentage agreement, the number of participants responding ‘Always’ and ‘Almost Always’ on each statement was summed, as were the number of respondents answering ‘Never’ and ‘Almost Never’. This gave three categories: ‘Always’, ‘Sometimes’ and ‘Never’. For this Delphi, the general consensus level was set a priori to be 70% agreement, i.e. 70% or more respondents answered within the same category. However, for the purpose of a consensus definition of hyperacusis that can inform clinical decision making, the more stringent agreement level of 90% for statements was required.


Results

The Delphi survey was conducted between January 2019 and April 2019. In Round 1, 41/45 participants completed the survey (91.1% response rate). Demographics of those who completed Round 1 are given in Table 1. The response rate in Round 2 was 36/41 (87.8%), and in Round 3 was 33/36 (91.7%).

Levels of agreement

Statements that reached the highest level of agreement to be the best descriptors of hyperacusis were ‘A reduced tolerance to sound(s)’ (90.9%) and ‘An increased sensitivity to sound(s)’ (78.8%). Many statements that could either ‘Always’ or ‘Sometimes’ describe hyperacusis reached consensus. There was 81.8% agreement that ‘Hyperacusis can always cause an abnormal response to normal sound(s)’. Eight further statements on which consensus was reached were that hyperacusis can sometimes

- Impact a person’s relationship (93.9% agreement)
- Cause a person to use ear protection, such as ear plugs or earphones (97% agreement)
- Reduce a person’s confidence (93.9% agreement)
- Cause poor concentration (87.9% agreement)
- Cause a person to withdraw from social situations (81.9% agreement)
- Limit the daily activities of a person (84.8% agreement)
- Cause a person to avoid social situations (78.8% agreement)
- Disrupt daily functioning (78.8%)

‘Sounds perceived as normal to the majority of the population’ and ‘Sounds perceived as normal to the person before their onset of hyperacusis’ were both recognised as always
involved with hyperacusis, with agreement of 100% and 91% respectively. Sounds that were voted to *sometimes* involve hyperacusis were ‘*moderate sounds*’ and ‘*annoying sounds*’, both with an agreement of 90%.

Potential features of hyperacusis identified from Round 1 were categorised as conditions, emotions, or other (Supplementary Material 1).

**Conditions:** No conditions reached consensus for being a *defining* or *common* feature of hyperacusis. As an occasional feature of hyperacusis, ‘Superior canal dehiscence’ had 78.8% agreement, and ‘Sensory disorder’ had 72.7% agreement.

**Emotions:** There was high levels of agreement that the following were *common* features of hyperacusis: avoidance (90.9% agreement), withdrawal (93.9% agreement), annoyance (93.9% agreement), sensitivity (90.9% agreement), intolerance (93.9% agreement), upset (81.8% agreement), aversion (87.9% agreement), irritability (81.8% agreement), altered behaviour (84.8% agreement), anxiety (87.9% agreement), high stress (81.8% agreement), distress (87.9% agreement), fear (78.8% agreement), loss of confidence (75.8% agreement) and frustration (78.8% agreement). Emotions considered *occasionally* presented in hyperacusis were anger (81.8% agreement) and depression (81.8% agreement).

Although emotions avoidance, withdrawal, annoyance, sensitivity and intolerance reached a 90% consensus, they were voted as *common* and not *defining* features of hyperacusis. For this reason, it was decided that they will be placed within the consensus-based description of hyperacusis, rather than definition.

**Other:** Other features considered to be *common* presenting features in hyperacusis were hypervigilant/hyperalert hearing (81.8% agreement), and discomfort towards sounds (75.8% agreement). Headaches were as agreed by 75.8% of participants to be an *occasional* feature in
hyperacusis. Incorrect programming of hearing aids as well as a normal reaction to loud sounds were both established as not being a feature of hyperacusis (87.9% agreement on both).

A consensus-based definition and description of hyperacusis

Four statements reached consensus (90% agreement level) to form a consensus definition of hyperacusis suitable for clinical decision making. Based on these, hyperacusis was defined as

A reduced tolerance to sound(s) that are perceived as normal to the majority of the population or were perceived as normal to the person before their onset of hyperacusis, where ‘normal’ refers to sounds that are generally well tolerated.

A consensus-based (70% agreement level) description of hyperacusis is that it is an increased sensitivity to sounds(s). Hyperacusis always involves an abnormal response to normal sound(s), and some people with hyperacusis can also be affected by moderately loud or annoying sounds. Hyperacusis can sometimes impact a person’s relationship, reduce a person’s confidence, and cause them to withdraw from or avoid social situations, limiting their daily activity and disrupting daily functioning. Poor concentration is also sometimes present with hyperacusis. Hyperacusis can lead a person to use ear plugs, ear phones, or sound defenders in an attempt to protect themselves from noise.

By consensus, avoidance, withdrawal, annoyance, sensitivity, intolerance, upset, aversion, irritability, altered behaviour, anxiety, high stress, distress, fear, and frustration were considered commonly present in people with hyperacusis. Depression and anger were considered occasionally present. Other features considered common in hyperacusis were hypervigilant/hyperalert hearing and discomfort towards sounds. Headaches were also considered an occasional feature of hyperacusis.

Discussion
This study is the first to establish a clinical consensus-based definition and description of hyperacusis. This can usefully inform diagnostics and the scope of clinical practice guidelines. Practice guidelines are needed to ensure consistent clinical examination of patients with suspected hyperacusis. This will also allow comparisons to be made across clinical populations. Though this is the first study to establish a consensus-based definition of hyperacusis, previous definitions/descriptions have been used within literature. For example, in a review on clinical interventions for hyperacusis in adults, Fackrell et al. (2017) described hyperacusis as “…the perception of everyday environmental sound as being overwhelmingly loud or intense”. They also report terminology such as ‘reduced’, ‘decreased’, or ‘collapsed sound tolerance’ as being used to describe hyperacusis. Our Delphi review provides consensus-based support for the use of ‘reduced’ and ‘tolerance’ when describing hyperacusis, but not for ‘environmental sound as being overwhelmingly loud or intense’. Tyler et al. (2014) described loudness hyperacusis as “[…] moderately intense sounds are judged to be very loud compared with what a person with normal hearing would perceive.”. This Delphi review has provided a consensus-based definition of hyperacusis as one condition, whereas Tyler et al. (2014) proposed sub-categories of hyperacusis, including loudness, annoyance, pain and fear hyperacusis. In this review, the terms ‘annoyance’ and ‘fear’ reached consensus as common but not defining features of hyperacusis. Furthermore, ‘pain’ did not reach a consensus as a feature of hyperacusis so was not included within the definition.

Hyperacusis is a growing field of research with many unanswered research questions recently identified. A clear accepted definition of hyperacusis is an essential step forward in hyperacusis research, and will be valuable in working towards answering the 28 priority research questions as determined by professionals and patients with hyperacusis (Fackrell et al., 2019a). One of the top 10 priority questions asks “Are there different meaningful types of hyperacusis?” Interestingly, categorising hyperacusis was not mentioned by the expert panel at any stage of
this Delphi review, as proposed by Tyler et al. (2014). This simple terminology may assist in
the diagnosis and management of patients; however, further research is needed before these
conditions can be formally classified as sub-types of hyperacusis, rather than separate
phenomena such as phonophobia or misophonia. However, research into the mechanisms
underlying different symptoms of hyperacusis are sparse, and more is needed to determine
whether there are indeed different subtypes and potentially different therapeutic targets.

Within the Delphi, the statement “Hyperacusis can sometimes be described as a reduction in
the Uncomfortable Loudness Levels (ULL) in Pure Tone Audiometry (PTA)” reached a 78.8%
agreement. Despite this, The British Society of Audiology recommended procedure for the
Determination of ULLs (BSA, 2011) recommended that ULLs should not be performed
routinely within clinical situations as it involves exposing patients to high levels of sounds,
which can be especially distressing to a patient with hyperacusis. It is also important to note
that the pure tones used in ULLs may not meaningfully represent the types of sound causing
distress in certain individuals (Fackrell and Hoare, 2019). Where not clinically indicated, the
British Society of Audiology (Hoare et al., 2019) recommend use of multi-item questionnaires
such as the HQ (Khalfa et al., 2002), the MASH (Dauman and Bouscau-Faure, 2005) and the
GUF (Nelting and Finlayson, 2004, Nelting et al., 2002) to assess for hyperacusis. This newly
formed definition and description of hyperacusis may inform the creation of a new assessment
scale for hyperacusis, which may help with the development of new practice guidance
development.

Interestingly, 57.8% of respondents in this Delphi review said that hyperacusis can be described
as an emotional reaction to sound(s), yet 66.7% of people agreed that misophonia was only an
occasional feature of hyperacusis. This highlights the potential ambiguity in questions relating
to conditions that are associated with hyperacusis, but not comorbid. Furthermore emotions
that reached consensus as being common features of hyperacusis included annoyance,
frustration, and irritability, which typically feature in misophonia (Potgieter et al., 2019), and fear, avoidance, withdrawal, aversion, and anxiety, which typically feature in phonophobia (Asha’ari et al., 2010). In this Delphi, 66.7% of people also agreed that phonophobia was an occasional feature of hyperacusis. Results from this Delphi suggest that phonophobia and misophonia are indeed separate conditions to hyperacusis.

A limitation of this Delphi review is that a small number of experts felt that some questions were slightly unclear or ambiguous, especially those in relation to conditions that may be included as a feature of hyperacusis, but not as a comorbid condition. In completing Round 3 one participant noted “I found some ambiguity in the questions relating to other conditions (not including comorbidities) this time that I don't think occurred to me last time. I have answered the Qs ‘as a feature of hyperacusis’ e.g. tinnitus: although hyperacusis is very often present alongside tinnitus, tinnitus is not a feature of hyperacusis per se.” Around 86% of people with hyperacusis as a primary complaint also complain of tinnitus (Anari et al., 1999). This shows that tinnitus is commonly comorbid with hyperacusis but does not necessarily mean that tinnitus is a feature of hyperacusis, although studies have pointed to similar aetiologies between the conditions, such as cochlear damage causing altered brain responses or central gain (Knipper et al., 2013). It has also been demonstrated that people with tinnitus have enhanced auditory sensitivity, compared to a non-tinnitus population (Hebert et al., 2013). Consensus was not met for any conditions as a defining, common, or occasional feature of hyperacusis. They therefore were not included in the final definition or description.

One participant wrote “In my experience, clinicians don’t often understand the differences [between hyperacusis, phonophobia and misophonia], plus in online searches these terms are often used interchangeably when in fact they are different from one another”. This highlights the need for a consensus derived definition of hyperacusis as well as clear clinical guidelines outlining the difference between each condition involving sound tolerance. Another participant
stated that it was difficult to say whether items were ‘defining’ features of hyperacusis on their own, saying that hyperacusis is a collection of symptoms rather than individual symptoms. The consensus-based description should serve to highlight the many potential symptoms that clinicians should be alert to in supporting people who have hyperacusis.

This Delphi process was limited to UK participants, to help inform diagnostics and the scope of UK clinical practice guidelines. However, this means the consensus-based definition is also limited to UK audiences.

**Conclusion:**

This study used the Delphi review process to find a consensus-based definition and description of hyperacusis. A series of statements reached consensus and a definition of hyperacusis with an accompanying description has been suggested. This is an essential starting point to determine the scope of clinical practice guidelines, and will also support and fuel further research into the mechanisms and management of hyperacusis.
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364 Table 1. Demographics of the expert panel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Role:</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiologist</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiologist/Hearing Therapist</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENT Specialist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiovestibular physician</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Scientist</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatrician</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic/CBT</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public (NHS)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years in current profession:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 19</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - 29</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperacusis patients seen in last 3 months:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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